BRIGHTLANDS GIRLS SR. SEC. SCHOOL, JAIPUR
SUMMER VACATIONS HOLIDAY HOMEWORK
LKG Session 2020-21
Turn off the lights before leaving

Exercise Daily and Stay Fit

Regular brushing twice a day
Save water

Plant more trees

Help your mother

IT’S FUN WITH Learn Break
Summer vacation is the time to rejoice,
It is full of fun, laughter and family joy
With few creative and constructive assignments in hand,
Let the imagination of our children soar.
Colouring and craft activities are included to cheer their mood,
It’s the right time to serve them with super healthy food

During this vacation learn to do some interesting and important things.
1.

Fine Motor skills
Buttoning and unbuttoning the shirt
Keeping his / her belongings & arranging toys back in their place
Folding mats and clothes (handkerchief and hand towel)
Wearing shoes and socks
Zipping the school bags and clothes
Opening and closing the bottle caps / lunch box lids etc.
Watering the plants

2. Social and emotional skills
Memorize their home address and phone number of their parents
Spending time with grand parents
Greeting / wishing family friends and guests
Speaking politely, and using magical words i.e. sorry, please, excuse me, thank you,
may I, and welcome
Save water and save electricity
3.

‘Personal Hygiene’
Brushing teeth twice a day
Combing hair regularly
Bathing everyday
Washing hands frequently
Trimming the nails and keeping them clean
Covering his/her nose and mouth when he /she cough or sneezes
Avoid licking his/her finger while eating food
Avoid sharing towel, handkerchief, brush and comb with other people
Avoid touching his / her eyes, nose, mouth and ears with dirty hands

Stay indoors and take care of their hygiene, is what we expect.

4. Language Skill : Help Child to converse in small sentences like
I want to drink water
I want to use the washroom
Please give me a pencil, eraser, book and toys
My pencil / eraser is broken
Please change my pencil
Learn A to Z phonic sounds
Do practice small cursive letter ‘c’ ‘a’ ‘o’ ‘d’ & ‘g’ in cursive writing book
Learn names of fruit, vegetable and colour (10 each)
Make 5 flash cards each of vowel (‘A’, ‘E’, ‘I’, ‘O’ & ‘U’). Take a coloured or white drawing
sheet and cut 5X4 inch size out of it. Now draw / cut and paste the vowels in Capital and
small letter, write five words having these vowels and draw / cut picture of the same.
e.g.
Vowel ‘A’

‘a’

You can reuse / recycle material also.

General Awareness
Q1 Circle the things which we should always use when we are going out
on summer days to protect our self from harmful rays of the sun

Q2 Draw / paste pictures of all the things that are used by you to stay cool in
summer

Creative skill
Best out of waste
Make a turtle using CD, buttons and coloured sheet

You can reuse / recycle material also.

